Kia ora from Miss Lawson and Mrs Smith!
I hope you are keeping well and safe and enjoyed the long weekend… First day of
level 3 lockdown today; kia kaha whanau! - if you need help, do not hesitate to email
or message me… and keep the photos/emails of your progress coming! I love
looking at your awesome work! Enjoy today’s worksheet :)
Read: Read a book to or with your parents and point to/notify where
the punctuation is, what its called and why we use it. E.g. Sarah called
to her dog “Lucy, come.”
There are some speech marks in this sentence. We use speech marks
when someone is talking/speaking. There is also a full stop at the end
of the sentence which tells us that the sentence is ending.
Write: Using the characters from the book you read, OR making up
your own, write a short story about 2 or more characters talking and
use speech marks correctly in your writing. Remember to use those
capital letters at the start of your sentences or for someone's name or
the name of a place.

Spell: Use your ANZAC spelling words from last week and practice
drawing them with just your finger on someone's back who you live
with. See if they can guess the word you are trying to spell. Try and
write slowly to give them enough time to guess your spelling word.

Investigate these maths problems - complete at least 2 of the 4
problems and remember to show your working.
It is 9km from Miss Lawson’s house to Mrs Molesworth’s house.
It is uphill on the way there so she can only cycle at 18kph but she
can do 27kph on the way back. Miss Lawson Leaves his house at 8am.
How long can she stop at Mrs Molesworth’s house for if she wants to be back home in time
for his mum to go to work at 9am?

Explore and investigate: Miss Lawson LOVES bubbles! Here is a
recipe to her bubble mixture.
See if you can make them and be sure to send some photos! If you
don't have these bubble ingredients, see if you can bake or make
something else and write down the recipe and instructions like I
have done below.

Ingredients:
1. 1 cup of warm water
2. ⅛ cup of sugar (2 Tablespoons)
3. ⅛ cup of dishwashing liquid (3 Tablespoons)
Method: Mix the ingredients together into a large bowl or cup (big enough to fit your
bubble wand into) until the sugar has dissolved. When you are ready to use it, dip your
bubble wand into the mixture and blow some bubbles! ...Miss Lawson uses the end of a
potato peeler to blow her bubbles.
If you don't have any bubble wands
handy you can make them pretty
easily with an old metal coat hanger, a
stick and a pipe cleaner or a potato
peeler!

